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We discuss the dynamics of adaptive evolution in asexual (clonal) populations. The classical ‘peri-
odic selection’ model of clonal evolution assumed that beneficial mutations are very rare and
therefore substitute unfettered into populations as occasional, isolated events. Newer models
allow for the possibility that beneficial mutations are sufficiently common to coexist and compete
for fixation within populations. Experimental evolution studies in microbes provide empirical sup-
port for stochastic models in which both selection and mutation are strong effects and clones
compete for fixation; however, the relative importance of competition among clones bearing
mutations of different selective effects versus competition among clones bearing multiple mutations
remains unresolved. We provide some new theoretical results, moreover, suggesting that population
dynamics consistent with the periodic selection model can arise even in a deterministic model that
can accommodate a very high beneficial mutation rate.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Beneficial mutations are the very stuff of adaptive evol-
ution, yet as Orr (2010) has noted, population
genetics has focused most of its attention to date on
deleterious and neutral mutations. The historical
neglect of beneficial mutations is partly attributable
to their rarity compared with deleterious and neutral
mutations, but it is also true that we have lacked
ready means to detect beneficial mutations. Recently,
experimental evolution approaches have provided evi-
dence that beneficial mutations are more abundant
than previously suspected and have stimulated theor-
etical and experimental interest in the consequences
of abundant beneficial mutations. Interest has been
largely focused on asexual (clonal) populations, for
perhaps two reasons. The first reason is practical:
experimental evolution studies are most readily carried
out with microbes, which are more easily propagated
asexually. The second reason is theoretical and is
more significant: clonality is expected to have a pro-
found effect on the substitution of beneficial
mutations into a population (Fisher 1930; Muller
1932).

In a classic paper, Muller (1932) contrasted the
genetics of adaptation in sexual and asexual popu-
lations: when beneficial mutations are extremely rare,
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the rates of adaptation of sexual and asexual popu-
lations, all else being equal, will be the same and will
depend on the waiting time between isolated
mutations; however, when beneficial mutations are
common, sexual populations can evolve by combining
coexisting mutations from different genetic back-
grounds, but asexual populations must wait for
different mutations to arise on the same genetic back-
ground. An adaptation of Muller’s (1932) figure
comparing the fate of beneficial mutations in sexual
and asexual populations (Crow & Kimura 1965,
1970) has appeared in numerous textbooks and is
familiar to many biologists.

Despite the fundamental insight of Fisher and
Muller (and, perhaps, for lack of compelling evidence
that beneficial mutations are sufficiently common to
coexist in asexual populations), early work on the
adaptive evolution of clonal microbial populations
emphasized the rarity of beneficial mutations. In par-
ticular, the notion that the evolution of such
populations is characterized by ‘periodic selection’—
replacement of a population by the clonal descendants
of a rare beneficial mutation, followed by a wait until
the next such replacement and so forth—took hold
in the 1950s, seemingly supported by some of the
earliest experimental evolution studies in bacteria
(Novick & Szilard 1950; Atwood et al. 1951a,b) and
later results in yeast (Paquin & Adams 1983).
Indeed, periodic fixation of rare beneficial mutations
was still a sufficiently influential concept in the
1990s to be assumed as the likely explanation for a
‘punctuated’ pattern of stepwise evolution of fitness
This journal is q 2010 The Royal Society
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and cell size increases observed in an experimental
Escherichia coli population (Elena et al. 1996). But
emerging observations were suggesting that multiple
beneficial mutations might actually be contending for
fixation in such populations. Molecular analyses, for
example, were uncovering phenomena that seemed
to indicate evolutionary ‘leapfrogging’ of clones:
events in which a numerically dominant genotype
was rapidly supplanted by a less-frequent genotype
where both appeared to have derived independently
from a common ancestor (Holmes et al. 1992;
Papadopoulos et al. 1999), as if the less-frequent gen-
otype harboured a beneficial mutation stronger in its
effect than the mutation that had propelled the domi-
nant genotype to high frequency in the first place.
Influenced by such observations, Gerrish & Lenski
(1998) developed a theory of adaptation in asexual
populations in which several single beneficial
mutations of differing effect contend for fixation, a
process that they termed ‘clonal interference’. Earlier
theoretical work, in fact, had explored the implications
of interference between linked beneficial mutations
in sexual populations (Hill & Robertson 1966;
Felsenstein 1974; Barton 1995), which became
known in that context as the ‘Hill–Robertson effect’.

In what follows, we briefly review some of the more
recent developments in the population genetics of
adaptation in asexuals. We assume that population
sizes and mutation rates are such that rapid fitness
degradation owing to the accumulation of deleterious
mutations (see Loewe & Hill 2010) is not a concern;
we focus, instead, on the dynamics of beneficial
mutations. We emphasize empirical results from exper-
imental populations of microbes, as this is where most
of the important work in this area has taken place
recently. However, we note at the outset that the
extent to which beneficial mutation rates and distri-
butions of beneficial mutational effects observed in
experimental populations of microbes resemble those
in natural populations, microbial or otherwise, remains
essentially unknown.

As a framework for discussion, we consider three
regimes of beneficial mutation and selection (following
terminology introduced by Gillespie 1983, 1984,
1991) under which an asexual population might be
evolving: (i) Strong selection, weak mutation
(SSWM)—in this regime, beneficial mutations are
rare and their average selective effect is substantial;
(ii) Weak selection, strong mutation (WSSM)—in
this regime, beneficial mutations are extremely
common but their average selective effect is small;
and (iii) Strong selection, strong mutation (SSSM)—
in this regime, beneficial mutations are common
enough to co-occur in a population and their selective
effects can be substantial. We note that these cat-
egories reflect a combination of: (i) assumptions
about the mutation rate necessary for the construction
of the corresponding models and (ii) constraints on
selection that make the models fit observed data.

The most significant recent theoretical and exper-
imental work has focused on the SSSM regime, and
this is where we concentrate our attention in the
review section of this paper. At the end of the paper,
however, we present some new theoretical results
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)
suggesting that evolutionary dynamics in the WSSM
regime can mimic behaviour previously supposed to
support the periodic selection model.
2. ADAPTATION IN ASEXUAL POPULATIONS:
THE DYNAMICAL CONSEQUENCES OF
BENEFICIAL MUTATIONS
The substitution of a beneficial mutation in a (real)
population involves both genetic drift and selection.
In a finite population, a newly arisen beneficial
mutation has only a small probability of reaching a fre-
quency at which its fate can be governed
deterministically by selection. Haldane (1927) first
showed that this probability is approximately 2s, if a
mutation is of small beneficial effect s and offspring
number is Poisson distributed. A beneficial mutation
that has survived drift remains polymorphic for some
period of time as it rises in frequency under the influ-
ence of selection. In a sexual population with free
recombination, the ultimate fixation of such a ben-
eficial mutation is certain, and the time to fixation is
governed by s. In an asexual population, however, fix-
ation of a beneficial mutation that has survived drift is
not certain, and the time to fixation (assuming it
occurs) is not governed solely by s: both depend,
instead, on whether competing beneficial mutations
are present in the population. Whether competing
beneficial mutations are present depends, in turn, on
the relationship between the typical selection coeffi-
cient associated with a beneficial mutation, the
population size (N), and the rate at which beneficial
mutations arise in individual genomes (Ub). Stronger
beneficial mutations have a higher probability of sur-
viving drift; they also sweep towards fixation more
rapidly, allowing a smaller window of generations in
which competing beneficial mutations might arise
and survive drift. The total supply rate of beneficial
mutations that survive drift in the population is the
product 2sNUb, and the total number of replications
that could potentially give rise to a competing
mutation before a particular beneficial mutation of
interest reaches majority frequency in the population
is ln(Ns/2)/s. The expected number of competing ben-
eficial mutations is thus given by the product of these
two quantities, which is 2NUbln(Ns/2), and the prob-
ability that a given beneficial mutation meets no
superior competitors on its way to fixation is inversely
related to this expected number.

(a) The strong selection, weak mutation regime

Assuming that selection and drift operate indepen-
dently of one another, beneficial mutations will tend
to survive drift and substitute singly in an asexual
population when 2NUb� 1/ln (Ns/2) (Gerrish &
Lenski 1998; Desai & Fisher 2007; Desai et al.
2007); this is the SSWM regime. Under this regime,
the population will evolve via a train of isolated adap-
tive substitutions, consistent with the periodic
selection model; the rate at which such substitutions
occur, and hence the rate of adaptation, will be limited
by the rate of mutation. Each adaptive substitution is
predicted to decrease variation in the population shar-
ply (Koch 1974; Levin 1981). As mentioned
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previously, the periodic selection model was supported
by pioneering evolution experiments in microbes in
the 1950s through the 1990s; interestingly, however,
the same experimental approaches have more recently
been used to infer that beneficial mutations are too
common for simple periodic selection to occur.
(b) The weak selection, strong mutation regime

At the other extreme from the SSWM regime lies the
condition in which 2NUb� 1/ln (Ns/2). Here, ben-
eficial mutations are so common, relative to their
selective impact, that it is to be expected that very
many beneficial mutations are present in a population
at all times and the rate of adaptation is wholly limited
by the rate at which selection can incorporate these
beneficial mutations into the population; this is the
WSSM regime. Models of the WSSM regime are
highly simplified theoretical caricatures of evolution
at high NUb whose justification is nevertheless gaining
some credibility as evidence for high beneficial
mutation rates seems to be accumulating (see
below). In these models, evolution of an asexual popu-
lation is approximated by a deterministic model that
represents the population fitness distribution through
time as a travelling wave (Tsimring et al. 1996;
Rouzine et al. 2003, 2008; Gerrish et al. 2007). We
present some new theoretical results based on this
approach below, and so we postpone further descrip-
tion of modelling approaches in this regime until then.
(c) The strong selection, strong mutation regime

Along the continuum from mutation limitation to
selection limitation, the complex clonal dynamics orig-
inally envisioned by Fisher and Muller begin to arise
when beneficial mutations become common enough
to interfere with one another (2NUb . 1/ln (Ns/2)).
This realm, the SSSM regime, is characterized
by chance co-occurrence and competition among
beneficial mutations; here, stochastic modelling
approaches would seem most appropriate. Two such
approaches were recently taken to model the adaptive
evolution of an asexual population in this regime.
Gerrish & Lenski (1998) and Wilke (2004) considered
competition among single beneficial mutations of dif-
fering, continuously distributed effects, under the
simplifying assumption that mutations ultimately fix
one at a time in a population. In contrast, Desai and
co-workers (Desai & Fisher 2007; Desai et al. 2007)
more recently modelled competition among multiple-
mutant clones, under the simplifying assumption
that all beneficial mutations are of the same effect.
Under both models, some beneficial mutations are
inevitably ‘wasted’ in an asexual population as a conse-
quence of clonal competition; the models do, however,
make differing predictions as to the dynamics of adap-
tation and the maintenance of variation in asexual
populations. In discussing these models further, we
will refer to them separately as the ‘original clonal
interference’ and ‘original multiple mutations’
models. In doing so, we do not mean to imply that
these models are mutually exclusive representations
of evolution in asexual populations. As we describe
below, recent simulation studies indicate that the
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)
processes described by both models—competition
among single mutants of different effect versus compe-
tition among clones bearing different numbers of
mutations of similar effect—can both occur in asexual
populations, with their relative importance depending
on the distribution of beneficial mutational effects.

The central concept of the original clonal interfer-
ence model of Gerrish & Lenski (1998) is that an
asexual population may harbour several separate ‘con-
tending mutations’ that interfere with each others’
fixation. As a simplified two-locus illustration of this,
consider an ancestral haploid asexual genotype ab: at
some time, a beneficial mutation arises in this ancestral
genotype to give rise to the more-fit genotype Ab. If the
A mutation survives drift, it can then spread determi-
nistically through the population. While the
population is still polymorphic for the ab and Ab back-
grounds, however, a yet fitter mutation might arise on
the ancestral ab background and survive genetic drift,
yielding genotype aB that now interferes with the fix-
ation of genotype Ab, ultimately supplanting it.
Thus, in this scheme, a beneficial mutation is fixed
in a population only if it survives drift and no superior,
interfering mutation appears and survives drift in the
time interval required for its fixation. Using this
basic framework, and assuming that the fitness effects
of beneficial mutations are exponentially distributed,
Gerrish and Lenski derived several results concerning
the dynamics of adaptation in asexual populations.
Perhaps the most significant of these, in their impli-
cations for the dynamics of asexual evolution, were
as follows: (i) the fixation probability of a given ben-
eficial mutation is a decreasing function of both the
population size N and beneficial mutation rate Ub.
(ii) Substitutions will occur as discrete, rare events,
no matter how frequently beneficial mutations arise.
This implies that periodic-selection-like dynamics
(e.g. periodic declines in variation) are to be expected
even when beneficial mutations are common enough
to coexist in a population. (iii) The rate of fitness
increase in a population will be an increasing function
of population size and mutation rate but will depend
only weakly on these parameters when their product
NUb, the beneficial mutation supply rate, is already
large.

Numerous predictions for the dynamics of adap-
tation in asexuals emerged from the original clonal
interference model of Gerrish & Lenski (1998), and
the literature devoted to tests of these predictions is
substantial. Predictions and supporting studies include
the following: the rate of adaptation of an asexual
population should increase in a less-than-linear
manner with increasing NUb, as implied above
(Miralles et al. 1999, 2000; de Visser et al. 1999;
Colegrave 2002; de Visser & Rozen 2005). Multiple
clonal backgrounds within an evolving asexual popu-
lation should increase in fitness simultaneously
as they acquire beneficial mutations in parallel
(Notley-Mcrobb & Ferenci 1999a,b, 2000; Shaver et al.
2002; de Visser & Rozen 2005; Hegreness et al. 2006;
Kao & Sherlock 2008; Pepin & Wichman 2008).
Selectively favoured clones may be transiently common
in populations, only to be displaced by later-arising,
fitter clones (Papadopoulos et al. 1999; Wichman et al.
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1999; Holder & Bull 2001; Imhof & Schlötterer 2001;
Hegreness et al. 2006; Bollback & Huelsenbeck 2007;
Kao & Sherlock 2008; Pepin & Wichman 2008).
Following from the previous prediction, those clones
that do sweep to fixation in a population should take
a longer time to fix than predicted by the net fitness
gain accompanying their fixation (Shaver et al. 2002;
de Visser & Rozen 2006). Finally, the frequency tra-
jectory of a clone that does rise to selective fixation
may exhibit erratic dynamics as its fitness advantage
fluctuates relative to that of competing clones
(Shaver et al. 2002; de Visser & Rozen 2006; Kao &
Sherlock 2008).

An assumption of the original clonal interference
model is that contending mutations always arise from
the ancestral genotype—the ab background in the sim-
plified example given above—rather than on the
background of a currently spreading beneficial
mutation (e.g. the Ab or aB backgrounds) in the popu-
lation. Under this assumption, competition in the
population is constrained to occur only among clones
bearing single beneficial mutations, which greatly sim-
plifies analysis of the dynamics. The truth is more
complicated; however, as noted by several workers
(Kim & Orr 2005; Barrett et al. 2006; Desai & Fisher
2007; Desai et al. 2007; Fogle et al. 2008), genotypes
containing multiple newly arisen beneficial mutations
are very likely to be present in populations whenever
NUb is sufficiently high for contending mutations to
be present. Kim & Orr (2005), for example, analysed
a two-locus model in which, at very high NUb, recurrent
mutation creates multiple-mutation genotypes at a suf-
ficiently high rate to alleviate the effect of clonal
interference; their predictions found some support in
a study of adaptation in very large populations of
an RNA virus with an extremely high mutation rate
(Bollback & Huelsenbeck 2007).

Still more recently, Desai and co-workers (Desai &
Fisher 2007; Desai et al. 2007) analysed a general
model of evolution in an asexual population when
multiple-mutant genotypes are allowed to arise and
coexist. To render their model analytically tractable,
Desai et al. (2007) made the simplifying assumption
that all beneficial mutations can be considered as
having a single characteristic selective value (see also
Haigh 1978). This characteristic value is determined,
in part, by the biasing effect of clonal interference
acting on the distribution of effects of newly arising
beneficial mutations. Mutations of smaller selective
value are unlikely to survive clonal interference,
whereas those of larger selective value are unlikely to
arise in the first place; the distribution of mutations
that contribute to adaptation is thus argued to be
unimodal and centred strongly on a characteristic
value. The validity of this simplification turns out to
depend on the distribution of effects of beneficial
mutations—a subject to which we return below.

The original multiple-mutations model of Desai
et al. (2007) makes some quantitative predictions for
the dynamics of evolution that differ from those of
the original clonal interference model of Gerrish &
Lenski (1998): (i) in contrast to the original clonal
interference model, at high NUb substitutions will not
occur as isolated events. Instead, a ‘nose’ of higher
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)
fitness, multiple-mutation genotypes will be continu-
ally generated by mutation and will lead the fitness
distribution of the population smoothly towards
higher values. (ii) Following from (i), variance for fit-
ness in the population as a whole will not fluctuate
with isolated substitutions, but will instead be main-
tained at a relatively constant value that depends on
population size, mutation rate and average selection
coefficient. (iii) The speed of adaptation will increase
logarithmically with N and with Ub in marked contrast
with the speed of adaptation under simple periodic
selection, which is predicted to increase as NUb.
When contrasted with the original clonal interference
model, however, the difference is less marked; there,
the speed of adaptation is predicted to increase logar-
ithmically with N ln N and with Ub (Gerrish & Lenski
1998; Wilke 2004).

To test the original multiple-mutations model,
Desai et al. (2007) evolved diploid populations of
yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) for 500 generations in
the laboratory with six different combinations of popu-
lation size and genomic mutation rate, measuring
average fitnesses at regular intervals and the distribution
of fitnesses at the endpoint. In contrast to the predic-
tions of the original clonal interference model, they
observed a smooth fitness increase in all populations.
Moreover, they observed fitness increases of 4–7 per
cent in large populations with high mutation rates,
and they argued that successive single substitutions of
beneficial mutations—as required under either the per-
iodic selection model or the original clonal interference
model—would have required far more than 500 gener-
ations to affect such a fitness increase. Analysis of
fitness distributions at the end of the experiment
showed that large populations had higher fitness var-
iance than smaller populations as predicted by the
theory, and that no population showed evidence of
being dominated by a single clone as expected from per-
iodic selection or the original clonal interference model.

Clearly, competition among clones bearing multiple
mutations is important in the evolution of asexual
populations at high NUb; indeed, as the resolution of
methods for characterizing experimental evolution at
the genomic level improves, studies documenting
dynamics consistent with both the original clonal
interference model and the original multiple-
mutations model are emerging (see below). As noted
by Desai et al. (2007), these models are incomplete
representations of asexual evolution, each ignoring
the effect that dominates the other: the original
clonal interference model ignores competition among
multiple-mutant clones; the original multiple-
mutations model ignores competition among
mutations of different effect. No analytical treatment
that encompasses both effects has yet emerged,
although a forthcoming modification of the original
Gerrish & Lenski model based on a finite set of
linked sites under time-dependent selection may pro-
vide a first step in that direction (Michael Lassig,
personal communication; S. Schiffels, G. Szollosi,
V. Mustonen & M. Lassig, in preparation.). Recent
simulation studies (Park & Krug 2007; Fogle et al.
2008) have indicated that the relative importance of
differing mutational effects versus multiple mutations
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depends critically on the incoming distribution of
effects of beneficial mutations. If large-effect
mutations are relatively common—if the distribution
is less steep than exponential—then competition
among clones bearing single mutations of differing
effect can dominate asexual evolution in large popu-
lations; if large-effect beneficial mutations are quite
rare—if the distribution is steeper than exponential—
then competition among clones bearing multiple
mutations of similar effect can be more important.
Unfortunately, as noted by Orr (2010), we still lack
the data to draw general empirical conclusions about
the distribution of beneficial mutational effects,
despite some promising recent approaches (e.g.
Beisel et al. 2007; Rokyta et al. 2008); indeed, this dis-
tribution may well depend on the state of adaptation to
the environment in which it is estimated (Martin &
Lenormand 2008).
3. HOW COMMON ARE BENEFICIAL
MUTATIONS?
The development of the complex theories of asexual
evolution reviewed above occurred in parallel with
work in experimental populations suggesting that ben-
eficial mutation rates are higher than previously
suspected. This is not so surprising, as clonal compe-
tition in evolving populations would never have been
detected and studied experimentally unless NUb in
real populations were sufficiently high to provide for
coexisting beneficial mutations. But consideration of
the effect of clonal competition on adaptive substi-
tutions has itself led to upward revision of estimated
Ub values. Estimates from experimental populations
of RNA virus (Miralles et al. 1999) and E. coli and
Pseudomonas fluorescens bacteria (Gerrish & Lenski
1998; Imhof & Schlötterer 2001; Rozen et al. 2002;
Kassen & Bataillon 2006) previously suggested Ub

values of 1029 or 1028. These studies, however, were
carried out with large (107 or more) effective popu-
lation sizes and in strains that had not previously
undergone genetic adaptation to the growth environ-
ment used. Although NUb is expected to be quite
high under such circumstances, clonal interference,
with its attendant wastage of small-effect beneficial
mutations, is predicted to be very strong. If drift and
clonal interference were not accounted for in making
these estimates, this would arguably lead to an under-
estimate of Ub and an overestimate of the average
effect of beneficial mutations. In fact, drift and
clonal interference were accounted for, but a down-
ward bias in the estimates still exists because of
assumptions of the models used (see below). More
recent experimental work in E. coli employing smaller
effective populations (approx. 104) and strains that
were previously adapted to the growth environment
has suggested Ub � 2 � 1025 (Perfeito et al. 2007)—
some 1000-fold higher than previous estimates, pre-
sumably owing to the detection of abundant
mutations of small effect that were being outcompeted
in larger populations. A similarly high rate of beneficial
mutation in S. cerevisiae is suggested by the analysis of
experimental populations by Desai et al. (2007), who
find Ub � 2.4 � 1025. Assuming that total genomic
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)
mutation rates in E. coli and yeast are equal and
approximately 3 � 1023 as calculated by Drake
(Drake et al. 1998; Drake 2009), these estimates
imply that almost 1 per cent of all mutations in exper-
imental populations of these organisms are beneficial.
Some mutation-accumulation studies in yeast have
suggested that beneficial mutations can be even more
common: Wloch et al. (2001) found that almost 2
per cent of mutations in haploid yeast lines were ben-
eficial, and Joseph & Hall (2004) concluded that 5.75
per cent of mutations in diploid yeast lines were ben-
eficial. Even leaving room for the possibility that
these latter estimates are suspiciously high, there
seems to be growing evidence that beneficial mutation
rates are much higher than previously thought, at least
in experimental populations.

The advent of rapid and relatively inexpensive
methods of genome sequencing and characterization
is making it increasingly feasible to identify mutations,
beneficial and otherwise, in genomes from evolved
experimental populations. Much work in this area
has focused on viruses with genomes in the order
of a few kilobases in length (e.g. Bull et al. 2003;
Bollback & Huelsenbeck 2007; Pepin & Wichman
2008; Rokyta et al. 2008, 2009; Betancourt 2009),
but very recent work has begun characterizing ben-
eficial mutations in experimental populations of
bacteria and yeast (e.g. Fiegna et al. 2006; Hegreness
et al. 2006; Herring et al. 2006; Gresham et al. 2008;
Kao & Sherlock 2008; Barrick & Lenski 2009;
Barrick et al. 2009). While it seems too early to draw
firm general conclusions about the dynamics of ben-
eficial mutations in asexual populations from these
studies, some interesting results have recently emerged
in support of both clonal interference and multiple-
mutation dynamics. For example, Betancourt (2009)
sequenced evolved populations of an RNA bacterio-
phage and found evidence that beneficial mutations
are sufficiently abundant for selective substitutions
to overlap in time within a population, consistent
with the multiple-mutations model. Very recently,
Barrick & Lenski (2009) used whole-genome sequen-
cing to identify 45 mutations in an experimental E. coli
population that had evolved for 20 000 generations in
a constant medium. They show that substitution of
these mutations occurred at a roughly constant rate.
Such constancy of substitution is predicted by genetic
drift, but other evidence indicates that almost all of
the mutations were beneficial. Indeed, a re-analysis of
Barrick and Lenski’s data (Philip J. Gerrish 2009,
unpublished data) suggests that the substitution of ben-
eficial mutations in this population was significantly
underdispersed temporally, as predicted by clonal inter-
ference analysis (Gerrish 2001). As more data of this
kind become available, it should be increasingly poss-
ible to test predictions concerning the dynamics of
asexual adaptation at the genome level.
4. RECONCILING DISCREPANCIES IN
ESTIMATES OF Ub: SOME RESULTS FROM AN
ENCOMPASSING DETERMINISTIC TREATMENT
The estimates of Ub from experimental evolution
studies presented in the foregoing section depend on
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Figure 1. A representative numerical solution of equation
(4.2), obtained by standard trapezoidal integration in x and
by Runge–Kutta integration in t. The upper solid line is
mean fitness; the lower solid line is fitness variance. The

dotted line is the frequency of a neutral variant in the popu-
lation; this is qualitatively similar to observations in
experimental yeast populations (Paquin & Adams 1983).
Parameter values are: N ¼ 106, Ub ¼ mfB ¼ 1027, UD ¼

mfD ¼ 0.01, means and variances of distributions gB and gD

were 0.03, and these distributions were truncated at x̂ such
that

Ð1

x̂
gB;DðxÞdx ¼ 10�7. Mutation effects were assumed

to have exponential distributions. The upper dashed line
plots mean fitness under the assumption N ¼1; these

dynamics are consistent with the multiple-mutations model
of Desai & Fisher (2007) and Desai et al. (2007).
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a model that describes the mapping between beneficial
mutations that arise in the population and those that
can be observed. The idea behind the approach of
Perfeito et al. (2007) was to eliminate as much bias
between existing and observed beneficial mutations
as possible by reducing the population size and
hence reducing the effect of clonal interference. In
this way, Perfeito et al. obtained estimates of Ub that
were orders of magnitude higher than previous esti-
mates. At least two of these previous estimates
(Gerrish & Lenski 1998; Rozen et al. 2002) were
obtained by taking data from large populations and
transforming these data into estimates of Ub using a
likelihood model that accounted for both drift and
clonal interference. This model, however, made an a
priori assumption that Ub was roughly of the same
order of magnitude as 1/2N ln (Ns/2); it is no surprise,
therefore, that the highest likelihood peak obtained
was in this vicinity. (A second peak was in fact
observed at much higher Ub and lower average selec-
tive advantage, but this peak was not reported
because it was significantly lower than the other
peak—again, most likely due to the model’s a priori
assumptions about Ub.)

Here, we provide some new theoretical analysis
which shows that the deterministic ‘solitary wave’
approach mentioned above may be adapted so that it
applies equally well to the territory of intermediate
NUb. Our adaptation of the solitary wave model differs
from previous adaptations (Desai & Fisher 2007;
Desai et al. 2007; Rouzine et al. 2008) in that our
model has no stochastic component; as a result, our
model has the advantage of being much simpler to
write down but the disadvantage of being less satisfy-
ing from a rigorous theoretical standpoint. This new
model is not technically restricted to a limited range
of NUb and therefore in principle does not require
any a priori assumptions about the range of values in
which these estimates are likely to reside. Indeed, we
have found that data used previously to make a very
low estimate of Ub (Elena et al. 1996; Gerrish &
Lenski 1998) can be re-analysed using this model to
obtain a much higher estimate of Ub consistent with
other, more recent estimates (Wloch et al. 2001;
Joseph & Hall 2004; Desai et al. 2007; Perfeito et al.
2007). The fundamental assumption of this new
model is that the particulate acquisition of beneficial
mutations may be approximated as a continuous
‘flux’. This assumption works best for high Ub because
the particulate acquisition of beneficial mutations will
be better approximated as a flux when the rate of
acquisition is high. But still, this limitation is much
less restrictive than the a priori constraints imposed
on estimates by other models, suggesting that this
model might offer a way of obtaining rough estimates
before more detailed models are used to refine
them. Interestingly, the dynamics of fitness evolution
under this new model look remarkably like those
predicted by the periodic selection model, despite
the model’s deterministic formulation and the
attendant assumptions that are implicit in such
formulations.

Under the assumptions of infinite population size
and infinite genome size, adaptation can be modelled
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)
compactly with the partial integro-differential equation

@u

@t
¼ ðx� �xÞuþMu; ð4:1Þ

where u(x, t) is the probability density of individuals
in the population with fitness x at time t,
and �x ¼

Ðþ1

�1
yuðy; tÞdy; M is the mutation operator,

defined as

Mu ¼ mfB

ð1

0

uðx� Dx; tÞgBðDxÞdDx� u

� �

þ mfD

ð1

0

uðxþ Dx; tÞgDðDxÞdDx� u

� �
;

where m is genomic mutation rate, fB fraction
of mutations that increase fitness (beneficial), fD
fraction of mutations that decrease fitness (deleterious),
gB distribution of effects of beneficial mutations (prob-
ability density), and gD distribution of effects of
deleterious mutations (probability density).

Equation (4.1) gives rise to a ‘solitary wave’
(Tsimring et al. 1996; Rouzine et al. 2003, 2008;
Gerrish et al. 2007)—a single moving peak—that
progresses in the direction of increasing fitness,
x, and converges to a fixed shape, i.e.
uðx� ct; tÞ�!t ûðx� ctÞ, where c is the wave velocity.
In this model, the dynamics of mean fitness converge
to a linear dependence on time: �xðtÞ�!t ct þ b, indicat-
ing that the ‘solitary wave’ moves with constant
velocity in the direction of increasing fitness (dashed
line in figure 1).

The above deterministic model applies most natu-
rally to situations in which NUb is very high; in fact,
the model assumes NUb to be infinite (because N is
infinite). Nevertheless, the model can be adapted to
situations of intermediate NUb by introducing a
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simple rule. If we assume that the population is
now finite and consists of N individuals, then any
fitness class whose frequency is less than 1/N contains
less than one individual, and we make the reaso-
nable assumption that less than one individual
cannot replicate (Kepler & Perelson 1995). Under
this new rule, the governing equation now reads

@u

@t
¼ ruþMu; ð4:2Þ

where

r ¼ x� �x ; u � 1=N ;
0 ; u , 1=N :

�

This new model is plotted in figure 1. Two easily
measured quantities—fitness and the frequency of a
neutral variant—display dynamics that are suggestive
of simple periodic selection described above as charac-
terizing the SSWM regime. The underlying
population dynamics that produce these patterns,
however, are quite different from those that generate
simple periodic selection patterns. In simple periodic
selection, single homogeneous mutant lineages sweep
to fixation as rare, isolated events. In the deterministic
model presented above, on the other hand, there is
considerable demographic turmoil of populations
during a ‘step-up’ in fitness, and many fitness classes
decrease while new ones increase. Yet, despite this
turnover, the mean covariance between the frequency
gradients of the fastest-increasing fitness class and
the rest of the population is never negative (not
shown)—suggesting that what is substituting during
a ‘step’ is not a single homogeneous lineage but a
‘cloud’ of mutants.

The ‘fitness steps’ in E. coli populations as reported in
Elena et al. (1996) were previously used to obtain esti-
mates of beneficial mutation rate, Ub � 2� 10�9, and
mean fitness effect of beneficial mutations, �s � 0:03, by
fitting the data to a stochastic clonal interference model
(Gerrish & Lenski 1998). In contrast, a least squares fit
of the same data to the above deterministic model gives
the single combination of parameter estimates
Ub � 5:7� 10�5 and �s � 0:003. Overall, this is more
in line with estimates of Perfeito et al. (Ub � 10�5 and
�s � 0:01) for a similar E. coli population and with other
recent high estimates of Ub mentioned above.
5. CONCLUSION
Our understanding of the dynamics of adaptation in
asexual populations has moved from a model that
emphasized the substitution of single beneficial
mutations (periodic selection), to a model that empha-
sized competition among single beneficial mutations
(the original clonal interference model), to models
that emphasize an abundance of beneficial mutations
both among and within genotypes segregating in a
population (the original multiple-mutations model
and subsequent simulations; results in this paper). Pio-
neering microbial evolution experiments produced
dynamics that were consistent with the periodic selec-
tion model, but very similar subsequent experiments
were instead interpreted as providing support for
abundant beneficial mutations. The original clonal
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B (2010)
interference theory provides one explanation for how
periodic-selection-like dynamics can emerge despite
abundant beneficial mutations: among the contending
mutations that arise and compete by chance in a popu-
lation in which both selection and mutation are strong
effects, rare superior competitors can prevail quite
swiftly. However, as beneficial mutations become
more common in a population, it becomes increasingly
likely that genotypes bearing multiple beneficial
mutations prevail rather than genotypes bearing indi-
vidual mutations. The original multiple-mutations
theory assumes that all mutations are of the same ben-
eficial effect and that clonal competition occurs among
genotypes bearing different numbers of beneficial
mutations. Under these circumstances, a ‘nose’ of
high-fitness, multiple-mutation genotypes is predicted
to lead the fitness distribution of an asexual population
smoothly towards higher values. But the original
multiple-mutations theory, while it corrects a short-
coming of the original clonal interference model,
introduces a shortcoming of its own: without the possi-
bility for beneficial mutations of different effect, the
potential for the emergence of strongly superior
clonal competitors is greatly reduced. Development
of a stochastic analytical theory that encompasses
both clonal interference and multiple-mutation
dynamics is a daunting prospect, but approaches
using computer simulation indicate that both compe-
tition among mutations of differing effect and
competition among clones bearing multiple beneficial
mutations can be expected to take place in asexual
populations; the relative importance of these processes
depends on the shape of the distribution of beneficial
mutational effects, which remains unresolved in real
populations. Finally, we show that periodic-selection-
like dynamics can emerge from a deterministic
approximation of asexual evolution in the limit when
beneficial mutations are extremely common relative
to their selective effects, and we note that such a
model provides an estimate of Ub for an evolving
E. coli population that is more in line with recent
high estimates of Ub in E. coli and yeast.
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